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Spherical nanosized capsules (figure left) based on molybdenum oxide containing building blocks 
of the type (pent) 12(linker) 30 ≡≡≡≡ {(Mo)Mo 5O21(H2O)6}12{Mo2O4(ligand)} 30 yield surprisingly stable 
structures, even in solution, with sizeable pores (f igure right), finely sculptured interiors and, in 
between, tuneable functionalized channels with unpr ecedented molecular-scale filter properties. 

The channel functionalities as well as the capsule s ize and charge can be extensively varied, with 
charge modulations leading to related changes in the affinity for cations, which can be extreme for 
highly charged species. This allows to study transfe r processes and other interactions in a 
controlled and specific fashion. 

A multinuclear NMR study has demonstrated 1) , that an exchange exists for small cations between  
the interior and surrounding of the capsules. These  studies are extended here to investigate the 
influence of the environment on these processes 2).
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Basically, 7Li-NMR was used to study the interactions of Li-catio ns with the target capsule 

(Me2NH2)44Li n[Li 28-n ⊂⊂⊂⊂ {(MoVI)MoVI
5O21(H2O)6}12{MoV

2O4(SO4)}30]·ca.200 H2O

and to demonstrate the exchange of cations between the interior and the surrounding solution, e.g. in DMSO. 
Meanwhile, it could be demonstrated by multinuclear  NMR that controlled cation exchanges take place wh ere Na 
replaces Li and K replaces Li as well as Na. This c an be continued up to Rb, while with Cs some new, y et 
unexplained results are observed, obviously due to the increased radius of the cation resulting in a co mpletely 
different solvation behavior. Thus, this system may  be useful as a model to simulate and study cation e xchange 
processes in biological ion channels. 

Spherical nanosized capsules based on molybdenum oxi de containing building blocks are stable in solutio n, exhibit numerous and designable exchange 
processes for different types of cations, strongly depending on the environment (solvent) and the prop erties of the cations (dimensions, charges).

Numerous heteronuclear NMR experiments allow to stu dy especially the exchange behavior of the differen t types of cations and the important contribution o f 
water as the transporting medium.

The influx and efflux processes can be interrupted by molecular corks and result in a clear separation  of signals for the inner and outer cations. Variab le 
temperature measurements document, that with formam idinium-hydrochloride molecules as corks a very sta ble sitiation is achieved up to temperatures 
around 90 degrees and exchange against other cation s is definitely prevented.  

Consequently, these cluster molecules can be viewed  as “inorganic (artificial) cells” which mimic some processes occuring in nature and allow to study the  
exchange processes in great detail, avoiding contri butions from conformational changes. 

The corked capsules can be viewed as “nanocontainer s” with an interior secured against the environment,  thus, in favorable cases, being able to “transport ”
e.g. special cations.   

In contrary, the addition of pore fitting substance s like formamidinium-
hydrochloride allows to break the numerous equilibr ia and yields only a 
limited number of signals, obviously due to the int erior and exterior cations.

Under these conditions, and the addition of a well defined amount of 
stoppers, we no longer observe a coalescence of the si gnals or an exchange 
of Li against Na. Thus, by using appropriate compou nds, the interier of the 
capsules can be secured against the surrounding and  thus be used as a 
transport system. 
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